
A Day in the Life of Rachel
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A Day in the Life of Rachel

One Noun October day, a wedding of grand Noun - Plural was destined to take place. Little

Proper Noun - Plural were calling from the peaks of the treetops, summoning forth the Adjective

event. There were Adjective leaves blowing in the Noun , autumn wind, and Rachel was going

to be a Noun . Not just any Noun , but the Noun of the most Adjective man in

the entire Noun . She sat on her window Noun that afternoon, gently Verb - Present Tense

out her hair, thinking about all that was to Verb . Her big, Adjective eyes carried a faraway look,

and her engagement ring sparkled on her Noun . It caught the reflection of the Noun .

Rachel's mother slipped through the doorway, carrying a cup of Coordinating conjunction and a croissant. "Are

you Adjective , sweetheart?" she asked, sitting down beside her daughter.

"No, not really", Rachel said. "I'm all shivers and Noun - Plural today."

"Well", Rachel's mom sighed, "I just got off the phone with the caterer, and they want to switch the hors

d'oeuvres wieners with duck Coordinating conjunction and pepper Noun - Plural entrees."

"That's very Proper Noun ", Rachel said, smiling her big, Adjective smile.

"But your father will be Adjective ! He hates pepper corn entrees! He'll think it's a Adjective plan

to give all the guests Adjective poisoning!"

"Well, tell him not to worry. I'll explain everything", Rachel said, standing up. "Now, can you please help me

with my wedding Noun ?"

Rachel went over to her chair, and gathered her Adjective gown in her arms, knowing that her wedding

would



be one to Verb - Base Form always.
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